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Abstract: To reconstruct Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) band reflectance
with optimal spatiotemporal continuity, three bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF)
models—the Ross-Thick-Li-Sparse Reciprocal (RTLSR) model, Gao model, and adjusted BF
model—were used to retrieve MODIS-band reflectance for cloudy MODIS pixels according to
different inversion conditions with a proposed filling algorithm. Then, a spatiotemporally continuous
MODIS-band reflectance dataset for most of Asia with more than 98% spatiotemporal coverage was
reconstructed from 2012 to 2015. The validation highlighted an evident improvement in filling cloudy
MODIS observations; a reasonable spatial distribution, such as in South Asia and Southeast Asia;
and acceptable precision for the filled MODIS pixels, with the root mean square error percentage
(RMSE%) at 9.7–9.8% and 12–16% for the Gao and adjusted BF models, respectively. In the course of
reconstructing the spatiotemporal continuous MODIS-band reflectance, the differences among the
three models were discussed further. For a 16-day period with a stable and unchanged land surface,
the RTLSR model, as a basic model, accurately derived land surface reflectance (no more than 10%
RMSE% for MCD43C1 V006 band 1) and outperformed the other two models. When the inversion
period is sufficiently long (e.g., 108 days, 188 days, 268 days, or a full year), the Gao/adjusted BF
model provides better precision than the RTLSR model by considering the normalized difference
vegetation index (NDVI) and soil moisture/NDVI as intermediate variables used to adjust the BRDF
parameters in real time. The Gao model is optimal when the inversion period is sufficiently long.
Based on combining the RTLSR model and Gao/adjusted BF model, we proposed a filling algorithm
to derive a dataset of MODIS-band reflectance with optimal spatiotemporal continuity.
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1. Introduction

Since 1967, when the planning and development of the first Landsat satellite commenced, remote
sensing science has developed, and many remotely sensed observations have been archived. In addition
to the Landsat satellites launched in 1972—including the Multispectral Scanner System (MSS), Thematic
Mapper (TM), Enhanced Thematic Mapper plus (ETM+) and Operational Land Imager (OLI) [1–3]—the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) has obtained time series of remotely sensed
observations for nearly 20 years [4,5]. Moreover, many remotely sensed products for the atmosphere,
biosphere, and hydrosphere have been derived, and net radiation, albedo, normalized difference
vegetation index (NDVI), soil moisture, and evapotranspiration data have been obtained [6–10].
Based on the aforementioned progress in remote sensing science, remotely sensed products have been
adopted to answer scientific problems in many fields, such as in land and surface water mapping
for evaluating climate change [11,12]. However, the spatiotemporal discontinuity of remotely sensed
observations caused by clouds has impeded the application of various remotely sensed products in
the scientific community. For example, MODIS NDVI products are produced from daily remotely
sensed observations every 16 days considering cloud cover and the MODIS solar-viewing geometry [5].
The discontinuities in soil moisture derived from microwave remotely sensed observations are partly
caused by clouds, although microwave observations have all-weather features. In addition, land cover
classification and lake identification based on Landsat sensors, MODIS and other satellite observations
are derived on 1-year and several-year cycles [13–16]; obviously, clouds are an important factor in
decreasing the temporal resolution of classification products. The spatiotemporal discontinuity of
remotely sensed products has become a bottleneck in their use in various scientific fields.

In the remote sensing community, observations and technology are improving, thus
providing an opportunity to improve the spatiotemporal continuity of remotely sensed products.
Notably, researchers have used Harmonic ANalysis of Time Series (HANTS) to interpolate daily NDVI
based on the MODIS NDVI product [5,8]. A general regression neural network (GRNN) was introduced
to fill the gaps in daily soil moisture data sets by considering the relations among several land surface
parameters (temperature, NDVI, albedo, and others) [17]. A method that merges Landsat and Sentinel
observations improved the temporal resolution of NDVI data for monitoring crops [18]. In addition
to the aforementioned research that focused on eliminating the negative effect of clouds on remote
sensing results, some image processing methods—such as time-based methods, space-based methods,
spectral-based methods, and hybrid methods—may be effective in eliminating cloud issues [19].

MODIS, as the most successful satellite, produces plenty of products, and the observation period
is nearly 20 years [16,20–22]; the subsequent mission was the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer
Suite (VIIRS) [23]. However, the MODIS spatiotemporal discontinuity mainly caused by clouds and
other factors may hinder the broad use of MODIS data, and eliminating the negative effects of clouds is
important for the development of remote sensing methods. Luckily, MODIS research teams proposed
an algorithm for deriving the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) and albedo [7,22],
and it can be used to eliminate the negative effects of clouds by filling cloudy MODIS observations [24].
For a consistently cloudy area (e.g., Southeast Tibet, the Yunnan–Guizhou Plateau, and the southern
part of the Yangtze River basin in the growing season), however, the MODIS official algorithm may
be invalid due to insufficient data set derivation in a short inversion period with stable land cover
(e.g., 16 days); thus, a back-up algorithm is adopted to fill data gaps [22,25]. Obviously, the filled values
may be inaccurate due to the lack of a theoretical basis; in fact, such values may produce abnormal
results. The reconstruction of MODIS-band reflectance on consecutive cloudy days with sufficient
precision could greatly improve spatiotemporal continuity and help promote the use of remotely
sensed data sets in different scientific communities.

Based on the physical mechanisms of the BRDF model, Vermote et al. suggested an algorithm for
quantifying the variation in the BRDF shape based on the periodized NDVI [26]. Although previous
research on the anisotropic flat index (AFX) demonstrated that the NDVI is not always a reliable
index of the reflectance anisotropy in different methods [27–29], Franch introduced the NDVI
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as a normalized intermediate parameter of a kernel-driven model to derive albedo at different
spatiotemporal resolutions [30–33]. Other researchers proposed an improved kernel-driven model
by coupling soil moisture and the NDVI with the Ross-Thick-Li-Sparse Reciprocal (RTLSR) model,
thus creating the so-called ‘Gao model’ [34]. The ‘Gao model’ introduces the NDVI and soil moisture
into the RTLSR model and can derive the dynamic parameters of the BRDF model to encompass the
anisotropic reflectance of the changing land surface, thereby largely overcoming the limitations of the
RTLSR model. We can derive the Gao model by creating a sufficient input dataset for a sufficiently
long inversion period, for example, several months or a full year, thus promoting the valid derivation
of the BRDF model. Previous research indicated that the improved RTLSR model has acceptable
precision (root mean square error percentage (RMSE%) of 7%) for a more than 70-day inversion period
globally [34]. In addition, a so-called ‘adjusted BF model’ based on Franch’s research introduced the
NDVI as a parameter dynamically used to adjust the land surface BRDF. Based on the aforementioned
research, we believe that the above BRDF models expanded from the RTLSR model can be used to
mitigate the invalid retrieval problem of the MODIS official algorithm for BRDF/albedo [7].

In addition to the well-matched BRDF models, we need spatiotemporally continuous soil
moisture and NDVI data to derive cloudy MODIS-band reflectance. For soil moisture, the released
products have coarse spatial resolutions (e.g., Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS) and Soil Moisture
Active Passive (SMAP) products) or low temporal resolutions (e.g., fusing SMAP and Sentinel).
Additionally, the algorithm limits for soil moisture products often lead to invalid retrievals [35].
Notably, preprocessing is necessary for spatiotemporally continuous soil moisture, and the GRNN
method was proposed; specifically, the relationships between soil moisture and several other land
surface parameters were obtained (albedo, the NDVI, temperature, and others) to fill invalid soil
moisture pixels [17]. Then, the HANTS method was applied to interpolate daily NDVI values based
on every 16-day MODIS NDVI product [8].

After the aforementioned introductions and preparations, we use the Gao model and adjusted BF
model to derive cloudy MODIS-band reflectance due to invalid retrieval based on the official MODIS
product (MCD43C1 V006); specifically, postprocessing is performed for daily soil moisture and MODIS
NDVI data. Then, a spatiotemporally continuous MODIS-band reflectance data set is reconstructed for
East and South Asia from 2012 to 2015. In the performing course, we also perform retrieval based on
the BRDF models (e.g., RTLSR model, Gao model, and adjusted BF model) for the other two objectives:
(1) evaluating the precision and efficiency of the BRDF models and (2) determining the priority of
the BRDF models in filling cloudy MODIS pixels in the proposed algorithm. Section 2 introduces the
theoretical basis of the selected BRDF model, details the process of constructing the proposed BRDF
model, and presents the theoretical retrieval of spatiotemporally continuous MODIS-band reflectance.
Section 3 details the experimental areas, introduces the experimental dataset and describes the
preprocessing of soil moisture and NDVI data. Section 4 describes the experiments in East and South
Asia, and the results are used to evaluate the accuracy of the BRDF model and spatiotemporal pattern
of the assessed models (e.g., the Gao model and adjusted BF model) to determine which one is superior
in the derivation of cloudy MODIS-band reflectance. Section 5 describes the improvement in the
reconstructed MODIS-band reflectance datasets. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the results, discusses the
limitations of the research and proposes ways to enhance the model.

2. Model and Method

2.1. BRDF Model

As the basic BRDF model in our research, the RTLSR model is the primary model used in the
algorithm for MODIS BRDF/albedo products and describes the BRDF as a linear superposition of a set
of kernels that reflect basic BRDF shapes; the corresponding relation has the following form [36–40]

BRDF(θi,θv,φv,φi) = fiso + fvolkRT(θi,θv,φv,φi) + fgeokLSR(θi,θv,φv,φi) (1)
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where fvol, fgeo, and fiso represent the coefficients of the Ross-Thick scattering kernel kRT, Li-Sparse
Reciprocal geometrical optical kernel kLSR and isotropy 1, respectively, and θi, θv, Φv, and Φi
represent the solar zenith, viewing zenith, viewing azimuth, and solar azimuth of the solar-viewing
geometry, respectively.

In Vermote’s research, the NDVI was introduced as an intermediate variable in the kernel-driven model.
In addition, the normalized BRDF model parameters vary linearly with the NDVI over the full year
and with the albedo with an acceptable accuracy [26]. Franch et al., verified the different empirical
relationships between spectral reflectance and the NDVI and showed that the BRDF can be constructed
based on multiple land surface parameters. The BRDF model from Vermote’s research and Franch’s
research was constructed based on the hypothesis that the normalized model parameters vary linearly
with the NDVI over the full year [32]. Based on Franch’s research, we slightly adjusted this hypothesis
for efficiency. The adjusted hypothesis is that the model parameters vary linearly with the NDVI NDVI
over a long period (e.g., several months or a full year), and the adjusted BF model was constructed
based on the adjusted hypothesis (Equation (2))

BRDF(θi,θv,φv,φi, NDVI) = fiso + fvol_nkRossThick(θi,θv,φv,φi) + fgeo_nkLSR(θi,θv,φv,φi) (2)

where
fvol_n = a0 + a1NDVI

fgeo_n = a2 + a3NDVI

In previous research, the above hypothesis was adjusted further; notably, the BRDF model
parameters fvol and fgeo were assumed to vary linearly with the NDVI NDVI and soil moisture Sm

over long periods (e.g., several months or a full year). Then, the Gao model was constructed
(Equation (3)) [34]

BRDF(θi,θv,φv,φi, Sm, NDVI) = fiso + fvol_nskRossThick(θi,θv,φv,φi) + fgeo_nskLSR(θi,θv,φv,φi) (3)

where
fvol_ns = a0Sm + a1NDVI fgeo_ns = a2Sm + a3NDVI

2.2. Algorithm for the Reconstruction of MODIS-Band Reflectance

The key to reconstructing spatiotemporally continuous MODIS-band reflectance is proposing an
algorithm that can use the advantages of BRDF models. First, we utilize cloud signs from Terra MODIS
land surface reflectance with a 0.05◦ Climate Metrology Grid (CMG) (MOD09CMG V006) to classify
MODIS pixels into cloudy pixels and no-cloud pixels. For no-cloud pixels, spectral reflectance values
from MODIS-band observations are adopted; for cloudy pixels, we choose different BRDF models to
derive the MODIS-band reflectance of the land surface.

The differences among the three models based on the performance, limits, and behavior
were assessed. The RTLSR model has the optimal behavior for short inversion periods (e.g.,
16 days), and as the inversion period expands (e.g., two months), the Gao model and adjusted BF
model become more accurate (the Gao model is optimal, and the adjusted BF model ranks second).
Therefore, the RTLSR model parameter from MCD43C1 V006 is the first choice for filling MODIS
cloudy pixels, and the quality assessment (QA) based on MCD43C1 V006 yield classes labeled 1, 2,
3, and 4. When the QA of MCD43C1 V006 is between 5 and 255, the Gao model is used first, and
the adjusted BF model is applied second [22]. In previous research, the Gao model displayed better
precision than the adjusted BF model for long inversion periods [34], and this finding is similar to the
conclusion of the retrieval performed based on the RTLSR, Gao, and adjusted BF models for inversion
periods from 108 days to 268 days.
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Toward the reconstruction of spatiotemporal continuous MODIS band reflectance, the proposed
filling algorithm was performed after the preprocessing of input datasets, which included the
following steps:

(1) The no-cloud MODIS observations (e.g., MOD09CMG V006) are used for filling the no-cloud
MODIS pixels, and the no-cloud/cloudy MODIS pixels are identified by the cloud sign from
MOD09CMG V006.

(2) For the cloudy MODIS pixels, MCD43C1 V006 product is preferred for filling MODIS cloudy
pixels while QA of MCD43C1 V006 being labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4.

(3) For the cloudy MODIS pixels with MCD43C1 V006 QA being labeled 5 and 255, we make
use of least square method to derive a couple of parameters of Gao model based on the time series of
no-cloud MODIS band 1–7 reflectance and the corresponding input parameters (e.g., MODIS solar
- viewing geometry, Daily NDVI, and soil moisture) within the different inversion period: 108-day,
188-day, and 268-day; and the cloudy MODIS pixels can be filled by the derived Gao model’s parameter
and the corresponding input parameters. For filling the cloudy MODIS pixels, the retrieval based on
the 108-day inversion period is optimal, that based on the 188-day inversion period comes second,
and that of the 268-day inversion period is third.

(4) After the aforementioned three steps, there are still a few cloudy MODIS pixels being not filled;
and the adjusted BF model can be used for filling process, which is same as the Step 3.

A full flowchart is shown in Figure 1, which includes the preprocessing of input datasets,
identification of cloudy pixels, and implementation of the proposed filling algorithm based on the
different QAs (see Figure 1).
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3. Experimental Area and Data

In the proposed research, two key steps are necessary: constructing the well-matched BRDF models
for different cloudy MODIS pixels and developing a time series of input datasets (e.g., soil moisture,
NDVI, MODIS-band reflectance, and MODIS solar-viewing geometry). For the well-matched BRDF
models, the Gao model is developed based on the time series of soil moisture, the NDVI, MODIS-band
reflectance, and MODIS solar-viewing geometry and is regarded as the first model used to fill cloudy
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MODIS pixels with QA 5 to 255 values (QA 5 indicates that filling is needed, and QA 255 is no filling).
The precision of the adjusted BF model was found to be worse than that of the Gao model in this
research and in previous work [34], but the derivation of the adjusted BF model needs only the NDVI,
MODIS-band reflectance, and MODIS solar-viewing geometry, resulting in a lower inversion threshold
than that of the Gao model; therefore, the adjusted BF model is able to overcome the invalid retrieval
issue of the Gao model caused by the lack of soil moisture. Obviously, applying such an algorithm that
fills cloudy MODIS pixels with QA 5 to 255 values is more scientific and credible than using a filling
value [22].

In addition to the well-matched BRDF model in the proposed filling algorithm for cloudy MODIS
pixels, sufficient input datasets with good spatiotemporal continuity are important for the derivation
of spatiotemporally continuous MODIS-band reflectance. Nevertheless, the available soil moisture
and NDVI data are often poor. The mainstream soil moisture products (SMOS, SMAP, and AMSR2)
commonly have low precision, low spatial resolutions, and low spatiotemporal continuity [35,41].
For example, the SMAP L3 Radar/Radiometer Global Daily 9-km EASE-Grid Soil Moisture product,
which is largely considered to have the best accuracy among soil moisture products, has poor
spatiotemporal continuity. Therefore, our team constructed a daily soil moisture data set from 2012
to 2015 for East and South Asia (UL: 70◦E, 55◦N, DR: 130◦E, 15◦N). Data from the Climate Change
Initiative (CCI) project of the European Space Agency (ESA) Program on the Global Monitoring of
Essential Climate Variables (ECV), including soil moisture, land surface temperature, NDVI, and
albedo data at 0.05◦ CMG, were applied based on a machine learning method called GRNN [17,42].
Another key input parameter, daily NDVI, was reconstructed based on MOD/MYD09GA V006 by our
team with HANTS, as adopted in previous research [8]. All the input datasets are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Experimental data.

Data Data Set Name Spatiotemporal Coverage Resolution

Soil moisture EVC soil moisture
Interpolated by GRNN

UL: 70◦E, 55◦N, DR: 130◦E,
15◦N; and from 2012 to 2015 0.05◦ and daily

NDVI MOD09CMG V006
Interpolated by HANTS

UL: 70◦E, 55◦N, DR: 130◦E,
15◦N; and from 2012 to 2015 0.05◦ and daily

Spectral reflectance MOD09 CMG V006 UL: 70◦E, 55◦N, DR: 130◦E,
15◦N; and from 2012 to 2015 0.05◦ and daily

BRDF parameters MCD43C1 V006 UL: 70◦E, 55◦N, DR: 130◦E,
15◦N; and from 2012 to 2015 0.05◦ and daily

Land cover MCD12Q1 V006 UL: 70◦E, 55◦N, DR: 130◦E,
15◦N; and from 2012 to 2015 0.05◦ and yearly

Due to the limited spatiotemporal range of soil moisture adopted in our research, we selected a
continental-scale experimental area that covers East and South Asia (UL: 70◦E, 55◦N, DR: 130◦E, 15◦N)
and includes land cover types such as snow, water, vegetation, deserts, and buildings (see Figure 2) [16].
Combined with the four-year temporal range of retrieval, sufficient validation, and evaluation can
be performed.
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Figure 2. Experimental area: (a) a true-color image based on the data from MCD43C4CMG V006 on
13 April 2015; (b) land cover in 2012; (c) cumulative number of cloud days from 1 January 2012 to
21 September 2015; and (d) the spatiotemporal distribution of filling values and invalid values from
1 January 2012 to 21 September 2015; and, red vectors cover the several provinces of South China: ‘SC’
for Sichuan province, ‘GZ’ for Guizhou province, ‘YN’ for Yunnan province, ‘GX’ for Guangxi province
and ‘CQ’ for Chongqing City, in which there are the most cloudy days in East and South Asia.

4. Result

For evaluation of the precision and efficiency of the BRDF models, the retrieval of MODIS band
reflectance based on the three models was performed; then, the reconstruction of spatiotemporally
continuous MODIS band reflectance was performed to determine the improvement in the
spatiotemporal continuity of MODIS band reflectance.

In the proposed algorithm in Section 2, we construct spatiotemporally continuous MODIS-band
reflectance after assessing (1) the difference in the retrieval accuracy of the BRDF models; (2) the
thresholds of model performance; and (3) the limits of the physical mechanisms. The limits of the
physical mechanisms of the three models are related to the differences in the retrieval accuracy of the
models under different derivation conditions. The precision of the BRDF model is characterized in
terms of two statistical indicators: the RMSE and the RMSE% (Equations (4) and (5)):

RMSE =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(ρobs(i) − ρmod(i))
2

n
(4)

RMSE% =
√√√√ n∑

i=1
(ρobs(i) − ρmod(i))

2

n

/

n∑
i=1
ρobs(i)

n
(5)

where ρobs(i) is the MODIS band reflectance from MODIS observation at no-cloud MODIS pixel on the
ith day, ρmod is the corresponding MODIS band reflectance derived from the BRDF models, and n is the
number of the input samples/MODIS observations.
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4.1. Retrieval of MODIS Band Reflectance Based on the BRDF Models

The retrieval was performed based on the three models (e.g., RTLSR model, Gao model,
and adjusted BF model) for different inversion periods (e.g., 108 days, 188 days, and 268 days)
from 2012 to 2015. First, we selected the derived MODIS band-1 reflectance on the 216th day of the
year in 2012 as an example to analyze the performance efficiency of the models (see Figure 3).

1 
 

 
Figure 3. Derived MODIS band-1 reflectance based on three models: (a) Gao model, (b) BF model,
and (c) RTLSR model with different inversion periods (108, 188, and 268 days) on the 216th day of the
year in 2012.

Compared with the results in Figure 3, we find that the results based on the RTLSR model have
the most valid retrieval instances for all inversion periods, followed by those of the adjusted BF model
and the Gao model. Adding the model parameters is a main reason for the decrease in the performance
efficiency, as more input datasets for are required retrieval. However, the differences in the numbers of
valid retrievals among the three models can be minimized when the inversion period is sufficiently
long (e.g., 268 days; see first line of Figure 3). For the spatial continuity, the three models have similar
behaviors, and the inversion period is sufficiently long. In addition to the derived MODIS band-1
reflectance based on the three models, the MODIS bands 2–7 reflectance in East and South Asia in 2012
was also derived; and the variation of spatial continuity of the MODIS bands 2–7 retrieval derived
within the three inversion periods is similar to that of MODIS band-1 retrieval.

After showing the spatial variation of the valid retrieval based on the three models for the three
inversion periods, the valid retrieval precision for MODIS band 1–7 are carried out. Obvious differences
in the mean RMSE% can be observed among the three models (e.g., 6.6–64.1% for the RTLSR model,
5.3–52.8% for the adjusted BF model, and 5.3–27.7% for the Gao model; see Table 2). Although the Gao
model is seemingly optimal based on the above results, it is difficult to determine whether the models
reach acceptable precision compared with those in previous research on the validation of shortwave
albedo [4,43,44].
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Table 2. Precision (RMSR%) statistic for the daily mean RMSE% of the time series for the derived
MODIS bands 1–7 and shortwave band in 2012.

Band Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 Band 5 Band 6 Band 7 Shortwave

Bandwidth (NM) 620–670 841–876 459–479 545–565 1230–1250 1628–1652 2105–2155 400–2500

268 day
RTLSR 34.6 18.9 64.1 40.4 8.2 10.9 16.4 19.6

Gao 16.7 11.4 27.7 18.3 7.0 7.6 11.0 9.8
Adjusted BF 26.3 16.5 52.8 33.1 7.1 9.3 12.9 16.4

188 day
RTLSR 34.4 16.6 53.8 33.8 7.6 9.6 14.6 17.9

Gao 15.5 10.7 26.6 17.2 6.5 7.0 9.9 9.7
Adjusted BF 25.1 13.7 44.0 27.7 6.4 7.7 10.7 14.7

108 day
RTLSR 28.0 14.4 45.8 28.7 6.6 8.3 12.3 15.4

Gao 13.8 9.3 24.2 15.6 5.7 6.2 8.7 9.7
Adjusted BF 19.2 10.6 36.2 22.8 5.3 6.5 8.9 12.5

The time series of the daily mean MODIS band 1–7 reflectance within no-cloud MODIS pixels in
2012 is yielded (see Figure 4), which shows that Gao model is nearest to no-cloud MODIS observation
while the inversion period being enough long; and the quantitative statistic (e.g., bias seeing lower
right Figure 4) also verifies the aforementioned results.
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Figure 4. Time series of the daily mean MODIS band 1–7 reflectance within no-cloud MODIS pixels
including that from MODIS observation (black solid line) and that derived by three models with
268-day inversion period (blue solid line for RTLSR model, orange solid line for Gao model and green
solid line for the adjusted BF model); the time series of the difference between daily mean MODIS band
1–7 reflectance within no-cloud MODIS pixels from MODIS observation and that derived by three
models with 268-day inversion period (blue dotted line for RTLSR model, orange dotted line for Gao
model and green dotted line for the adjusted BF model); the left y-axis means the value of MODIS
band reflectance, the right y-axis means the bias which the modelled minus the MODIS observation at
no-cloud MODIS pixel.

In other words, expanding the inversion period can minimize the difference in model performance
efficiency and may result in retrieval with unstable precision. The precision of the models requires
further evaluation. The detailed analysis and discussion of the precision of the BRDF models highlight
the reliability of each model and differences among models under the different inversion conditions in
Sections 5.1 and 5.2.
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4.2. Performance in the Reconstruction of Spatiotemporally Continuous MODIS-Band Reflectance

In this section, we implemented the proposed filling algorithm to reconstruct spatiotemporally
continuous MODIS-band reflectance according to the flowchart in Section 2. In addition, a dataset of
spatiotemporally continuous MODIS-band reflectance is reconstructed, and it includes the derived
MODIS band 1–7 reflectance from 2012 to 2015 in East and South Asia. An example is shown in
Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Cloud for MODIS observations (white color meaning cloud, black meaning no-cloud) on the
216th day of the year in 2012 (a), QA (white being 255 and white gray being 5) from MCD43C1 V006
(b), the derived MODIS band reflectance on the 216th day of the year in 2012 from MCD43C1 V006
(MODIS band 1) and the proposed algorithm (MODIS band 1–7).

The results in Figure 5, as an example, shows a seemingly rational spatial distribution, particularly
in the southwest part of China (e.g., the part of Sichuan Province and in the Yunnan–Guizhou Plateau
region) and in southern Asia including the South Asian Sub-Continent and Southeast Asia, in which
clouds are predominant for the majority of months of the year. For the derived MODIS band-1
reflectance calculated from the MCD43C1 V006 parameters in Figure 5, there are many abnormal values
in Sichuan Province, the Yunnan–Guizhou Plateau region, South Asia and Southeast Asia because
filling and even invalid values are used. The reconstructed MODIS-band 1–7 reflectance result displays
optimal spatial continuity and an acceptable spatial distribution (Figure 5).

Considering the aforementioned validation process, we believe that the reconstruction method
for MODIS-band reflectance in the aforementioned area provides acceptable precision.

5. Discussion

5.1. Spatiotemporal Distribution of the Precision of the Derived MODIS Band Reflectance Based on the BRDF Models

In theory, the Gao model and adjusted BF model should become increasingly accurate when
the inversion period is sufficiently long (e.g., 268 days) [4,34]. The derived parameters of the Gao
model and adjusted BF model are dynamic and can accurately describe the variations in land surface
construction; this is an advantage of the Gao and adjusted BF models compared to the RTLSR model.

In Figure 6, the success rate of the retrieval increases as the inversion period expands; and the
RTLSR model has the most valid retrieval, the main reason is that the added BRDF parameter for the
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Gao and adjusted BF models increases the threshold for retrieval; for example, more than 8, more than
10, and more than 10 observations are used in the derivations of the RTLSR model, adjusted BF model
and Gao model, respectively [7,34]. In the meantime, The adjusted BF model adds the NDVI to the
RTLSR model as an intermediate variable, and the Gao model introduces both the NDVI and soil
moisture into the RTLSR model to consider changes in land surface attributes; which results in the
better precision of the Gao and adjusted BF models compared with the RTLSR model (see Table 2 and
Figure 4). Some interesting phenomenon in Figure 3, Unlike the results at latitudes south of the 35th
parallel, is that the validity of retrieval does not increase with the inversion period at latitudes north of
the 35th parallel, mainly for two reasons: (1) there are so few clouds that the retrieval can be easily
performed for any inversion period from 108 days to 268 days, and (2) invalid retrievals are caused by
the input datasets with land cover changes over long inversion periods. For example, the result on the
216th day of the year in 2012 was derived based on time series from the 82th day to 349th day of the
year in 2012, and snow is common each year after September in North Asia.
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Figure 6. Daily mean RMSE% of the time series of the derived MODIS band-1 reflectance from the
1st day of the year in 2012 to the 298th day of the year in 2015 by the Gao model, RTLSR model and
adjusted BF model with the different inversion periods: 108-day period, 188-day period, and 268-day
period; and the statistic of total daily mean RMSE% is show the right part.

By comparing the three models further (see Figure 6), we can see the different precisions of the
time series of the derived MODIS band-1 reflectance for different inversion periods. Notably, the Gao
model is optimal and stable, with an RMSE% that fluctuates from 13% to 16%; the adjusted BF model
is moderately accurate, and the RMSE% ranges from 17% to 23%; and the RTLSR model performs
worst, with an RMSE% ranging from more than 23% to 33%; the aforementioned statistic is shown at
the right side of Figure 6. These results further verify that the dynamic parameters in the Gao model
and adjusted BF model can describe bidirectional reflectance with better precision than that based
on the fixed parameters in the RTLSR model. Therefore, we believe that the retrievals based on the
Gao model and adjusted BF model can be effective in areas covered by long-term clouds, such as the
region south of the Yangtze River in Asia. Further analysis of the results suggests that low-precision
retrievals occur at the ends of the first and third quarters every year, when the snow season ends and
begins, respectively; moreover, the input datasets may have different land cover characteristics, such as
vegetation in the growing season and snow in the winter.
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For comparison, the derived MODIS band-1 reflectance from the MCD43C1 V006 full inversion is
shown in Figure 6 (purple); the RMSE% fluctuates around approximately 10%, and the mean RMSE%
ranges from 9% to 10%, which can be regarded as an acceptable precision standard considering the
widespread land uses, the algorithm assumptions (e.g., 16-day inversion period and the observations
from both the Terra and Aqua satellites) and the high quality of the input dataset (e.g., using the snow
status weighted for the ninth day instead of the majority of the snow/no-snow observations from the
16-day period, as continually updated based on archetypal BRDF) [4,22].

The validation is expanded from MODIS band 1 (see Figure 6) to MODIS bands 2–7 (see Table 3);
compared with Table 2, the precision is calculated from 2012 to 2015, and the results from MCD43C1
V006 are introduced as a benchmark. Obviously, the RMSE% of Gao model shows the better precision,
and is nearer to that of MCD43C1 V006 at all MODIS band than that of the adjusted BF model and
RTLSR model.

Table 3. Precision statistic for the daily mean RMSE% of the time series for the derived MODIS bands
1–7 and shortwave band from 2012 to 2015

Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 Band 5 Band 6 Band 7

Bandwidth
(NM) 620–670 841–876 459–479 545–565 1230–1250 1628–1652 2105–2155

268 day

MCD43C1 9.6 6.7 21.4 14.0 5.2 5.4 8.5
RTLSR 33.8 18.1 60.7 39.0 8.1 10.4 21.6

Gao 16.7 11.6 28.1 18.4 7.1 7.6 12.8
Adjusted BF 24.9 15.4 49.4 31.1 7.0 8.8 17.3

188 day

MCD43C1 9.5 6.7 21.3 13.9 5.1 5.4 7.3
RTLSR 31.3 16.8 54.5 34.5 7.5 9.7 14.7

Gao 15.7 10.7 26.7 17.3 6.6 7.1 10.0
Adjusted BF 23.2 13.4 44.1 27.7 6.3 7.9 10.9

108 day

MCD43C1 9.3 6.5 20.2 13.3 5.1 5.3 7.2
RTLSR 23.2 13.9 42.3 26.7 6.5 8.2 12.1

Gao 13.7 9.1 23.6 15.3 5.6 6.2 8.6
Adjusted BF 17.5 10.2 34.2 21.5 5.2 6.4 8.8

We further analyze the spatial distribution of the precision of the models. The RMSE% values of
the time series of the derived MODIS band-1 reflectance based on the three models are shown pixel by
pixel in Figure 7. In addition to the number of valid retrievals increases with increasing inversion period,
and we find that the Gao and adjusted BF models provide high precision in areas where many MODIS
pixels are filled have no values for MCD43C1 V006; for example, in the Yunnan–Guizhou Plateau
region and south of the Yangtze River, South Asia, and Southeast Asia (see Figure 2). Because the
aforementioned areas are located in the subtropical monsoon region with long-term clouds, the number
of input datasets is insufficient for triggering retrieval in short periods with stable land cover states
(e.g., 16 days) [7].

Besides the aforementioned discussions, an interesting analysis is introduced by comparison of
the difference in the spatiotemporal distribution of the AFX derived by BRDFs’ parameters at MODIS
band-1 reflectance on the 80th day and 216th day of the year in 2012 (see Figure 8) based on the AFX
equation (Equation (6)) [29].

AFX = 1 + 0.189184× Fv − 1.377622× Fg (6)

and,
Fv = fvol/ f iso, Fg = fgeo/ f iso for RTLSR model

Fv = fvol_n/ f iso, Fg = fgeo_n/ f iso for Adjusted BF model
Fv = fvol_ns/ f iso, Fg = fgeo_ns/ f iso for Gao model
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inversion period.

AFX, as a combination of normalized BRDF parameters, indicates which one of geometric
optical scattering and volumetric scattering dominates the anisotropic reflectance of BRDF [28,29].
Comparison of AFX derived by the BRDF models may be interesting and surprising for evaluating
the precision of the BRDF models. For Gao model, we find that lots of AFX is less than 1st on 216th
day of the year in 2012, which means geometric optical scattering is dominated; there are lots of AFX
more than 1 on 80th day of the year in 2012, which means volumetric scattering dominates in the area
highlighted by purple color (see first sample of Figure 8). The variation of Adjusted BF model is similar
to Gao model (see second sample in Figure 8). We judge that the phenological change of the vegetation
results in the aforementioned variation of AFX spatial distribution, because the experiment area is
located in the subtropical monsoon region, and covered by kinds of vegetation. However, the spatial
distribution variation of AFX derived by RTLSR model is subtle, compared with the other two model,
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which is obviously incorrect; and the too long inversion period (e.g., 268-day inversion period) for
RTLSR model is main reason.

The other one phenomenon is that AFX legend ranges from −0.5 to 2, which is seemingly
unreasonable; and a range from 0 to 2 may be right by comparing with the previous research [28].
We find the low AFX near to −0.5 spread at latitudes north of the 35th parallel, which is caused by the
low-accuracy retrieval, for example, the input datasets with land cover changes over long inversion
periods. A specific explanation has shown in the beginning of Section 5.1. In the meantime, there are
the least retrieval with AFX near to −0.5 for Gao model; which means soil moisture may restrain the
retrieving error caused by the changing land cover, for example, from vegetation to snow at latitudes
north of the 35th parallel.

5.2. Evaluation of Derived Shortwave Reflectance Based on the Three BRDF Models

Although most valid retrievals based on the Gao model and adjusted BF model can be performed
at precision levels superior to those of the RTLSR model for long inversion periods, there is a
lack of comparable research on the validation of MODIS band reflectance. In previous research,
the retrieved shortwave albedo products displayed different precision levels for different algorithms,
different remotely sensed observations, different sites with different land cover properties, and other
factors at shortwave band [4,45–47].

To comprehensively evaluate the Gao model and adjusted BF model, we introduced the derived
MODIS 1–7 band reflectances in 2012 (see Tables 2 and 3). The derived MODIS 1–7 band reflectance
values have inconsistent precision, so it is difficult to determine if the precision is acceptable (see Tables 2
and 3). Therefore, a conversion from MODIS-band reflectance to shortwave reflectance was performed
based on the method proposed by Liang [48].

ρ(θi,θv,φi,φv) =

2.5µm∫
0.4µm

w(λ)ρ(θi,θv,φi,φv,λ)dλ =
∑

l

wlρl(θi,θv,φi,φv,λ) (7)

where ρ is the broadband shortwave land surface reflectance; w is the weighing coefficient of each
band for converting narrowband to broadband (NTOB) shortwave land surface reflectance; and l is the
number of bands.

In addition, MODIS band 1–7 reflectance values from MODIS observations and derived by the
three models are used to convert NTOB shortwave land surface reflectance data (Table 4). The resulting
histograms show that the precision of the derived land surface reflectance based on the models varies.
From the histograms (see Figure 9), when the inversion period expands from 108 days to 268 days,
the RMSE% results of the Gao model plot between 5% and 10%, and those of the adjusted BF model
and RTLSR model shift upward (e.g., by 20% for the adjusted BF model and 40% for the RTLSR model).
In Figure 9, the red circle denotes the shift which quantifies the ability of models restraining the
retrieving error while the inversion period expanding. Obviously, The RMSE% of the Gao model is
always best with no more than 10%, and that of the adjusted BF ranging from 13.6% to 15.4% comes
second, which corresponds to the features of the “shortwave” column in Table 2.

Table 4. Converting weights for NTOB MODIS reflectance [48].

Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 Band 5 Band 6 Band 7 Shortwave

Bandwidth (NM) 620–670 841–876 459–479 545–565 1230–1250 1628–1652 2105–2155 400–2500

MODIS 0.3973 0.2382 0.3489 −0.2655 0.1604 −0.0138 0.0682 0.0036
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By comparing with the previous research, for example, Qu et al. retrieved shortwave albedo with
an RMSE of 0.0538 at 53 sites; Shuai et al. reported retrievals with RMSEs of 0.025 and 0.016 RMSE
values for MODIS-representative and Landsat-representative sites, respectively; and other validations
have reported similar precision levels [46,47]. In this case, the precision of the Gao model and adjusted
BF model is acceptable for long inversion periods. We verified that the Gao model, as the main model
in the filling algorithm, has acceptable precision for filling MODIS cloudy pixels. For the RTLSR model,
the BRDF parameters from MCD43C1 V006 were adopted for filling cloudy MODIS pixels with QA
values ranging from 0 to 4 in the proposed filling algorithm; in such a case, the Gao model and adjusted
BF model are complementary to the RTLSR model.

5.3. Quantification of the Improvement in Spatiotemporal Continuity for the Reconstruction of
MODIS-Band Reflectance

From the above example, we compare the difference in the spatial distribution of MODIS-band
reflectance from MCD43C1 V006 and our proposed algorithm; obviously, the reconstruction based on the
proposed algorithm has better spatial continuity than that of MCD43C1 V006. Furthermore, we show
the number of days with clouds (Figure 2c) based on MCD43C1 V006 and the proposed algorithm
(see Figure 10). In the whole experimental area, there are approximately 30.3% no-cloud MODIS
observations. After being processed by MCD43C1 V006 BRDF, no-cloud MODIS observations reach
approximately 90.5% of all observations. However, the proposed algorithm removes 7.6% of the cloudy
MODIS pixels based on the MCD43C1 V006 product. Thus, the reconstructed MODIS-band reflectance
has greater than 98% spatiotemporal coverage.

If we further calculate the improvement in spatiotemporal continuity in the Yunnan–Guizhou
Plateau, Sichuan Province, and Guangxi Province regions, for which MCD43C1 V006 adopts many
filled and invalid values, the spatiotemporal coverage of MODIS-band reflectance derived from
MCD43C1 V006 reaches 62.6% (see the yellow circle in Figure 10); with our proposed algorithm,
the spatiotemporal coverage of MODIS-band reflectance reaches nearly 90.7%. In Sichuan Province
(see the red circle in Figure 10), the proposed algorithm provides 87.4% spatiotemporal continuity for
MODIS-band reflectance, which is obviously superior to that of MCD43C1 V006 (e.g., 59.3%).
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Figure 10. Cumulative number of no-cloud MODIS observations (a), the cumulative filled and
invalid MODIS-band reflectance values derived from MCD43C1 V006 (b), and the cumulative valid
MODIS-band reflectance values derived from MCD43C1 V006 (c), and our algorithm (d) from the 1st
day of the year in 2012 to the 298th day of the year in 2015.

6. Conclusions

To address the issue of poor spatiotemporal continuity for remotely sensed observations due to
cloud cover, we proposed a filling algorithm that combines the aforementioned three BRDF models
to derive the no-cloud MODIS-band reflectance in Asia from 2012 to 2015 with improved precision
(e.g., no more than 10% for the Gao model and 12.5–16.4% for the adjusted BF model at shortwave
band, see Table 2). In this approach, the MODIS-band reflectance values that are filled or invalid are
replaced with values from MCD43C1 V006, and no-cloud MODIS-band reflectance with a reasonable
spatial distribution is obtained (see Figure 10). Additionally, the reconstructed MODIS-band reflectance
has a spatiotemporal coverage greater than 98%, with improvements of more than 28% in Sichuan
Province and on the Yunnan–Guizhou Plateau. Due to the limitations of the spatial coverage of the
input parameter (e.g., soil moisture), we only reconstructed MODIS-band reflectance with a high
spatiotemporal continuity in East and South Asia; based on the aforementioned result, we believe
that the spatiotemporal continuity of MODIS-band reflectance can be improved significantly at low
latitudes by the proposed algorithm.

In addition, we further analyzed the three models and determined that the RTLSR model is a basic
BRDF model with good precision, a short inversion period and strict quality control (e.g., MCD43C1
V006) [4,49], thus providing an optimal option for filling cloudy MODIS pixels. The Gao model and
adjusted BF model use dynamic parameters to reflect the changing land surface and can provide
acceptable precision for derived land surface reflectance when the inversion period is sufficiently long
(e.g., 108 days, 188 days, or 268 days); these models perform evidently better than the RTLSR model.
Moreover, the Gao model is superior to the adjusted BF model based on precision on account of
the considered theoretical mechanism, and this finding was similar to that in previous research [34].
The aforementioned work further verifies the reasonability of the Gao model. We find that it is difficult
to accurately describe the temporal variations in land surface reflectance when using only the NDVI
and ignoring soil moisture.
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Additional work is needed to improve this type of research in the future. Areas in which the
spatiotemporal coverage is low in derived data sets must be assessed, for example, the coverage is 90%
or lower in Sichuan Province. Artificial intelligence methods may be a good choice for future work
to increase the spatiotemporal coverage of input parameters (e.g., NDVI and soil moisture) that are
important in the current methods to achieve good spatiotemporal continuity. The above topics will be
considered in future research.
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